
Write code to find intersection of 2 arrays:

This question has multiple solutions: 

Let Array1 be of length n, and Array2 of length m.

Array3 would be solution array.

Algorithm 1: (a naive algorithm)

Traverse Array1. Whenever you traverse an element of Array1, check 
in Array2 if this element is present or not. If it is present in Array2, then 
add it to Array3, and go on to the next element of Array1, and repeat 
the same procedure.

In pseudo-code form, this will look like [“pseudo-code” is a description 
of an algorithm in a programming-code-like form] :

Initialize Array3 to empty array.

For each element, e of Array1
    If e is part of Array2
        Add e to Array3.

----

Running time- 

The running time of the algorithm:
- We have to process the n elements in Array1.
- For each we have to check if it is present in Array2. This searching 
for one element takes O(m) time.
- Hence running time is : n * O(m) = O(mn).

Note that this algorithm won’t work if there are duplicate elements. i.e. 
if the question says that, “if there are 3 copies of element x in Array1 
and 7 copies of that element in Array2, then Array3 should have 3 
copies of element x.”

In this scenario, our algorithm won’t work properly.



-----

Algorithm2:

You could proceed in a manner similar to Algorithm 1, but this time 
traverse Array2 and check if elements of Array2 are in Array1 or not.

Running time is again O(mn).

--------

Algorithm3:

We saw in Algorithm1 and 2 that we need to search one array in order 
to find if elements of the other array are in this array or not.

We know that searching can be done in O(log n) in sorted arrays 
using binary search instead of the O(n) time for sequential search in 
unsorted arrays.
So, we will proceed in this way:

- Sort Array2 : (Array2 has m elements. So sorting will take O(m log 
m) time.)
- Now traverse Array1. For each element in Array1, search in the 
sorted Array2 if that element is present. (This will take O(log m) for 
each element of Array1.)  Whenever you find that an element of 
Array1 is also present in Array2, add it to the solution Array3.

In pseudo-code form, this will look like:

Initialize Array3 to empty array.

Sort Array2.
For each element e of Array1:
    Perform binary search for e in Array2.
    If e is present in Array2
        Add e to Array3.



Running time:
- We first sort Array2 -- O(m log m)
- We process n elements of Array1. For each element, we perform a 
binary search on Array2. So, this takes : n * O(log m) = O ( n log m) 
time.

Therefore, the running time is O( (m+n)log m).

Note that this algorithm also suffers from the problem of not working 
properly if there are duplicates in the arrays.

Algorithm4:

We can proceed in the same way as in Algorithm3, just reversing the 
roles of Array1 and Array2.
We sort Array1. Then, for each element in Array2, we search if that 
element is present in Array1.
The running time will be:
- we need to process m elements of Array2.
- processing each element takes O(log n) time. Therefore, the total 
time is O(m log n).
- sorting Array1 in the beginning takes O( n log n) time.
- Therefore, O( (m+n) log n).

So, depending on which of m and n is smaller, we can choose 
between Algorithm3 and 4.

Algorithm5

The idea is this :

Sort Array1 and Array2. Then apply a sort of merging algorithm on the 
two sorted arrays to find the intersection. This will take O(m logm) + 
O(n logn) + O(m+n) = O(m logm + n logn).

The algorithm is this:

Sort Array1 and Array2. // in ascending (i.e. non-descending) order.



Initialize Array3 to be empty.

Initially consider the first elements of each of Array1 and Array2.
Let e1 be first element of Array1.
Let e2 be first element of Array2.

While we have not reached the end of any of Array1 or Array2 (i.e. if 
we reach the end of either one, we stop.)
    If e1 == e2
        Add e1 to Array3.
        Let e1 be next element of Array1.
        Let e2 be next element of Array2.

    If e1 < e2
        Let e1 be next element of Array1.

    If e2 < e1
        Let e2 be next element of Array2.

--------------

Algorithm 6

This is a hash table based solution.

Create a hash table with the counts of elements of Array1. (One can 
use the STL associative map container, though there could be other 
better options.) 
Initialize a map m to be empty. (The map is function mapping -- 
mapping elements to counts.)
Traverse Array1. For each element in Array1, check if it is already 
there in the map. If it is, then increment the corresponding count by 1. 
Otherwise, add a new entry to the map with count = 1 for the element 
that you encountered.

Now, you have the hash table of counts for all elements of Array1.



Now proceed in this way: Traverse Array2. For every element in 
Array2, if the count of that element in the hash table is 0, do nothing 
and just proceed to the next element of Array2. Otherwise, that is, if 
the count of that element in the hash table is 1 or more, what you 
should do is this : Add this element to Array3, and also decrease the 
count of this element in the hash table by 1 (i.e. if the count was 5, 
make it 4).

That’s it. The final intersection will be available in Array3.

Using this method, we can even handle duplicate elements in the 
arrays.

Note: The time taken by the find function for a map (i.e. to find if an 
element e is in the map or not, and if it is indeed present, what is its 
count?) is O(log n) where n is the number of elements in the map. 
( http://www.cplusplus.com/reference/stl/map/ )

The running time of the insert function for a map (i.e. inserting a new 
element and its count) is again, in general, O(log n). 

So, based on this, the running time of our algorithm will be as follows:
1. We first have to create our hash table (i.e. map) for counts of 
elements in Array1 (which has n elements).
Array1 has n elements.
For each of them, we have to find whether that element is present or 
not, and then either insert a new element or increment the count by 1. 
That is, we take O(log n) time for each element of Array1. Therefore, 
in all O( n logn ) time.
2. Now, we traverse Array2 and find the intersection using the hash 
table.
Array2 has m elements. For each of these, we have to find whether 
that element is present in the hash table or not. Doing that will take O
(log n) for each element. Therefore, O(m logn) time.

Therefore, overall running time is O(n logn + m logn) = O( (m+n) 
logn). [which is the same as that for Algorithm4] 

http://www.cplusplus.com/reference/stl/map/
http://www.cplusplus.com/reference/stl/map/


The space complexity will be : O(n)  [we need O(n) space for our 
map.]

----------

A possible option for creating the hash table required in the previous 
approach is to create an array with one entry for each value in the 
range of elements possible.

But this array technique has O(1) time for insertion and also O(1) time 
for searching.

If we use the array technique, the running time will be: O(n) for 
traversing Array1 and creating hash table. Then, O(m) for traversing 
Array2 and using the hash table to find intersection.

Therefore, overall, it will be O(m+n).

But the space complexity will be: O(R), where R is the range of 
values that elements in Array1 can take. (i.e. the number of possible 
elements between min. element of Array1 and max. element of 
Array1.)


